Identifying high tech small firms with super strong IP
• small firms -500 or fewer employees -independent -all establishments and subsidiaries were unified to the ultimate parent company; their patents counted towards the parent firm patent count. -for-profit -not bankrupt -not a joint venture -not foreign owned during the first half of 2003 when the data were collected.
• sustained, public record of successful technical advance.
-Patents used to establish the public record of a firm's innovation. -U.S. firms with 15 or more USPTO patents issued 1998-2002.
• 407 firms in the analysis -By the summer of 2006 when this analysis was conducted, 407 firms remained independent and not bankrupt and had viable websites.
• Reading of 80 websites informed by theory and literature to propose a list of keywords related to firm technology commercialization strategy.
• Frequency of all keywords on all firm websites obtained using Google and an algorithm
• Factor analysis conducted to study the patterns of keyword use (observed dependent variables) with the goal of discovering something about the nature of firm business models (unobserved independent variables).
• Set of matched control firms identified using Hoovers. 
-Development stage biosciences • Description
-A small "development stage" firm in biosciences with a "pipeline" though perhaps no actual products at present. Often no revenue and no commercialization though often firms are public.
• Product trading 
-R&D organization or contractor • Description
-A very small firm employing PhD's, MD's and masters degree holders, deep expertise in narrow research areas in which they conduct basic/applied research with a commercial orientation. Sells prototypes, patents, or novel production processes and tacit know-how.
• Product trading
-any products will be produced by licensees 
-Service solutions provider (technical consultants)
• Description -A firm that tailors a service to the needs of large customers, including software development that addresses a particular business need
• Product trading
-software
• Ideas/technology trading -a pure play, though software could be considered a product, expertise is sold as a service
• Exemplar
-chip design services for wafer foundries, -multi-antenna signal processing software for wireless base stations to improve coverage, client data rates and capacity • Product trading -a device
• Factor analysis
• Ideas/technology trading -integration consulting, training
• Exemplar
-grinding tools, prime wafer polishing systems, precision surfacing solutions to the semiconductor, telecommunications and precision optics industries; -CNC router systems (advanced software, the machine, machine options, tooling, ongoing support and training) sold to woodworking, plastics and aerospace -optical process control sensors and inspection systems for the electronics industry -equipment to produce premium high quality eyeglass lenses on site, on demand -medical devices 
• Factor analysis

-Highly specialized component supplier (high volume production)
• Description -Firm's technology augments customer's product and is encapsulated in discrete parts incorporated within systemic products of medium to high complexity (e.g. car, TV set, scientific instruments etc).. Consumer goods supplier (not captured in factor analysis)
• Product trading
• Description -Typically a small firm that develops and often manufactures niche consumer products.
• Product trading -probably high end products differentiated on quality and performance 
• Ideas/technology trading
